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On track 

to deliver 

£330m to 2025 

to improve the 

quality of the 

region’s rivers

2,500 

employees 

creating new 

green jobs, 

upskilling 500 

apprenticeships 

and 

South West Water
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2 million 

customers & 

serving more 

than 10 million 

people during 

tourist season

19,000km of 

pipe network –

enough to 

reach Australia

Net Zero 

Commitment 

by 2030

investing in 

renewables 

across the 

South West
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WaterFit – Protecting rivers and seas together
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WaterFit – Protecting rivers and seas together

Nurturing healthy rivers and seas

• reduce our impact on rivers by 2025, by one third and put forward plans to target zero 

harm by 2030

• reduce spills from storm overflows to an average of 20 per year by 2025

• maintain our excellent bathing water quality standards, all year round, so that everyone 

can enjoy our 860 miles of coastline

• deliver zero serious pollutions by 2025, and target a year on year reduction in all 

pollutions

Putting nature on everyone’s doorstep

• make bathing water accessible, less than an hour’s drive, for 100% of our residents and 

visitors

• provide access to our 40 inland lakes and reservoirs, so that local communities can 

continue enjoying them for health and recreation

• achieve the region’s first bathing quality river, using learnings from our current pilots on 

the rivers Dart and Tavy

Creating and restoring habitats

• stop pollutants from 120,000 hectares of regional farmland getting into rivers and seas by 

2025, working with local partners

• restore an additional 1,000 hectares of peatlands by 2025, to create new habitats improve 

river quality and reduce flooding

• plant a quarter of a million trees by 2025, to help combat climate change, support river 

health and create new wildlife habitats
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WaterFit – Protecting rivers and seas together

Inspiring our local champions

• donate 25% of our Community Fund to local groups that share our passion for river and 

sea health

• launch our WaterFit Warriors programme, to inspire thousands of water quality champions 

in schools and communities across the region

• share progress with our customers through our unique WaterShare+ scheme at quarterly 

public meetings and our annual Customer AGM

Creating a sustainable future

• work collaboratively on the building of new developments in our region, to help us manage 

our network

• back the ban on non-flushable or plastic-containing wet wipes, to help prevent blockages

• work with our 10 million visitors, and 2.3 million customers, so they understand the 

important role they play in protecting our region, through our Love Your Loo campaign

Putting people in control

• work with partners to provide water quality information for residents and visitors, making it 

easily accessible on our website by the end of this year

• help people understand river health, by sharing real-time river water quality information, 

just as we do for our bathing waters, by 2023

• provide 100% monitor coverage at our treatment works and on our storm overflows, by 

2023



Storm Overflows 
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What are storm overflows

• At times of network pressure, storm overflows are triggered and release excess 

volume to avoid houses and business being flooded.

• We have maintained and improved this system, but recognise that now is the 

time for a step change to transform it

Investment

• Wastewater investments of c.£330 million over this period, which will improve the 

quality of the region’s rivers and seas

What is demanded of our network has increased significantly

• The population in the South West has increased by 20% in the last 30 years

• Tourism up by 50% in the last 15 years

• Use of wet wipes creates 4,500 blockages annually – we remove 450 tonnes of 

rag each year, enough to fill 30 double decker buses



In your local area – River Torridge
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Storm overflow locations

• This information is publicly available on our website in the form of EDM reports. Business 

Plan 2020-2025 (southwestwater.co.uk)

EA permitted

• All storm overflows are permitted and strictly monitored by the Environment Agency.

Monitoring 

• All EDM will be installed by 2023.

Spill events 

• Number of spills and spill duration decreased in 2021 despite increased monitoring.

EDM operability

• 19 out of 24 storm overflow EDMs on the Torridge recorded 100% operability in 2021.

Regulators 

• Ofwat, the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (Defra), the Environment 

Agency (EA), Drinking Water Inspectorate, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) 

https://www.southwestwater.co.uk/waterfuture/business-plan-2020-2025/


In your local area 
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Cornborough WWTW

• Performance of the overflow should not be significantly affected by increased development.

Investment

• Investing >£2m during this year to meet future requirement

Victoria Park

• A second storm tank was installed in 2004.

Northam Burrows

• Not aware of recent overflows

• Please report suspected pollutions by calling 0344 346 2020

Bathing water seasons

• Committed to maintaining our excellent bathing water quality standards all year round

Bathing water quality

• Achieved 100% bathing water quality in 2021, with 98% rated as ‘Good’ or ‘Excellent

• Combe Martin work to improve water quality



Working together to deliver the changes we all want to see
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We can’t make the changes we all want to see alone 

• Work collaboratively on the building of new developments in our region, to help us 

manage our network

• Back the ban on non-flushable or plastic-containing wet wipes, to help prevent 

blockages

Upstream Thinking

• Bring together partners to help manage, protect and enhance our catchment areas 

• Working collaboratively in our catchments, active in 80% of our region, working with 

1,700 farmers, around 91,000 hectares have already been restored 

Love Your Loo & ThinkSink!

• Over 200,000 wet wipes find their way into our sewage network each day.

• Last year we removed over 450 tonnes of unflushables such as wet wipes, sanitary 

products and cotton pads from pumping stations, the equivalent of 73 million wet wipes 

and 30 double decker buses.

• Every year, tens of thousands of litres of waste fat, cooking oil and grease are poured 

down sinks by people who don't realise the problems this could cause.

• When hot fat, oil and grease cools it forms a solid mass which can build up inside your 

pipes – especially when mixed with unflushables.

• Blocked pipes can cause flooding and pollute our beautiful beaches and countryside. This 

can be easily avoided by only flushing the 3Ps – pee, paper and poo.



Q & A
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